scattered context grammars. However, one might expect that a similar result does not hold for simple matrix languages, since simple matrix languages resemble context-free languages in many respects.
For example, all of the following properties hold for both the context-free and the simple matrix languages (grammars) (Ibarra, 1970; Kuich and Maurer, 1970) but do not hold for either the matrix, programmed, scatteredcontext and state languages (grammars):
(a) The emptiness problem is decidable; (b) The Parikh mapping is semilinear; (c) (a%~c ~ [n >/ I)* cannot be generated.
Despite the similarity of context-free and simple matrix grammars it is shown in this paper (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2) that simple matrix grammars with a certain leftmost restriction do indeed generate all type 0 or type 1 languages, depending on whether rules with e on the right side are permitted or not.
Section 2 contains some preliminary definitions; Section 3 the theorems and results. For notation not explained in the sequel see (Ginsburg, 1966; Maurer, 1969) .
PRELIMINARIES
A simple matrix grammar G of order n >/ 1 is an (n ~ 3)-tuple G = (4, 1, ~ .... , ~, 2, M, Sl&'" S~) , where (1) (91 , ~e .... , ~ and 27 are mutually disjoint finite sets, the elements of 41 ,..., (b~ being called nonterminals, the elements of ~ being called terminals;
(2) S1S~ "'" S~ with Si ~ ~i (i = 1, 2,..., n) is called the startword;
(3) M is a finite set of matrices, each matrix m of the form (A 1 ~ xl, A2 --+ xl ,..., A~ --> x~), where Ai a ~i , xi a (~ kA Z) * (i = 1, 2,..., n) and the number of nonterminals in x i is equal to the number of nonterminals in x~ for all values of i and j.
G is called e-free if, additionally, xi ~ e (i = 1, 2,..., n) in condition (3).
One writes yly ~ -"y~ -->leftrnost zlz2"'" z~(yi, zi E (q5 itd Z)*, i = i, 2 ..... n) Yi = uiAivi, zi = u~xivi with ui, vi ~ (q~i t3 27)* for i = l, 2,..., n and A 1 is the leftmost variable replaceable in Yx "'" Yn and u~ does not contain A~ for i = 1, 2,., n.
Let -+le~tmost and "-+leftish denote the transitive closure of -+leftmost and --~lemsh, respectively. To avoid unnecessary duplication, the symbol ~ will be used in the sequel to mean one of the alternatives "leftmost" or "leftish".
A language L is called an (e-free) ~-simple matrix language of order n if there exists an (E-free) simple matrix grammar G as defined above and an integer k such that {weLl I w I >~ k} ----{weZ* ISiS~ " '" Sn *~ w and [w[ ~ k}. i The grammar G is also said to c~-generate the language L.
Intuitively, a derivation in a simple matrix grammar proceeds as follows: At each step of a derivation the word obtained solar is of the formy~y~ ".. Yn with yi e (~i t3 27)* for i ----1, 2,., n and all yi's contain the same number of nonterminals. In case of the leftmost derivation, at each step of derivation the first nonterminal (from left) in each of the yi's has to be replaced. In case of the leftish derivation, at each step of the derivation one has to choose among all matrices (A 1 --~ x 1 .... , An --~ x,) for which Yi contains di (i -= 1, 2,..., n) a matrix in which A 1 occurs in Yl as far left as possible. Also, once such a matrix (A t --~ x 1 ,..., A n --~ x,) has been chosen, each of the "rules" Ai --~ xi has to be applied inyi as far left as possible for i --1, 2 ..... n.
A state grammar G is a 6-tuple G -= (q~, Z, K, R, Po, S), where
(1) q~, Z and K are mutually disjoint finite sets ofnonterminals, terminals and states;
(2) R is a finite set of rules of the form (p, A) --~ (q, x) with p, q e K, Aeq~ and xe(@w£)*; (3) P0 in K is called startstate; The languageL(G) generated by G is defined by L(G) = {w ~ X* I (Po , S) *-~ (q, w) for some q in K}.
RESULTS AND PROOFS
The following results for leftmost-simple matrix languages are well known (Ibarra, 1970; Kuich and Maurer, 1970) :
(1) The class of leftmost-simple matrix languages of order n is properly contained in the class of leftmost-simple matrix languages of order (n -t-1) forn= 1,2 .....
(2) The class of leftmost-simple matrix languages of order n not containing E is properly contained in the class of context-sensitive languages for n = 1, 2 .....
The two following theorems show that the situation is quite different for the leftish-simple matrix languages. THEOREM 1. The class of type 0 languages is equal to the class of leftish-simple matrix languages of order 2.
THEOREM 2. The class of context-sensitive languages is equal to the class of E-free leftish-simple matrix languages of order 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since every type 0 language is the homomorphic image of a context-sensitive language, this result follows from Theorem 2 by noting that the homomorphic image of a language leffish generated by an e-free simple matrix grammar G can be leftish generated by the simple matrix grammar obtained from G by replacing the terminal symbols on the right side of each rule by their homomorphie images.
Proof of Theorem 2. Every e-free leftish-simple matrix language of order 2 is obviously a context-sensitive language. It remains to be shown that an arbitrary context-sensitive language L _C 27* can indeed be generated leftish by an e-free simple matrix grammar of order 2. It is convenient to prove the following lemmas first. 
G'= ~I,qS~,Z,M,S cO/
of order 2 will simulate G and thus leftish generateL. After listing all matrices of M an intuitive explanation will be given.
For each rule (p, A) -~ (q, B) in R with B e q~ t3 Z add to M the (iii) For each rule (p, A) --+ (q, BC) in R with A, B, C ~ ~ add to M the following matrices:
-+B e--+ ; 
for all X, I1, C e 27;
(d4)
for all X, Y, C E Z;
for all X, I1, C e Z;
for all X, Y, B ~ 2/.
(v) Finally, the following matrices are needed:
for all X , Y~I Each symbol of ~1 ~ ~ consists of three "rows." The first row of symbols of ~1 (the third row of symbols of ~z) is essentially used for "marking," the other two rows are often used to store a pair of symbols of • k / I k) K. The derivation of a word x e L ( G ) is simulated in two stages. In the first stage, all rules of G producing x are simulated (matrices (i), (ii), (iii)), the simulation yielding a "packed" representation of x (with two symbols of I being represented by one symbol of q~t) followed by a "tail." In the second stage (matrices (iv) and (v)) the "packed" representation of x is "unpacked." Each word obtained when applying matrices of G' to the startword ~ ~o consists 0 of a "leftpart" (a word over @1 u Z) and a "rightpart" (a word over ¢2 L/I). During the first stage, G' simulates G by keeping the "stateinformation" in the rightpart, the word being derived by G in the leftpart. It should be noted that in each matrix ( A 1 -+ x t , A 2 ~ x2) Xl and x2 must contain the same number of nonterminals, despite the fact that during the first stage the leftpart must contain more information than the rightpart. Thus, leftpart and rightpart are kept in a "packed" form, the nonterminals of the rightpart being used in the second stage of the derivation when unpacking the symbols of ~I-G' works in the following manner: if 
a2n-~ a2~ 4 1 1 n--1 (up to here only matrices (i), (ii), (iii) have been used) Situation 5: as a2 " '" a~ a~+l "'" a2n Initially (first stage) only the matrices (i), (ii) and (iii) are applicable. Matrix (ii) is applicable only once, and thereafter (i) and (iii) cannot be used any more.
The derivation step:
(1) (p, A1A ~ "" A2~) B1Bs "" B~k) .
Using grammar G is simulated by a sequence of derivation step using grammar G':
(2) Situation 2 --->leftish Situation 3.
As follows: If a rule (p, A) -~ (q, B) (B ~ ~b) is used in (1), a matrix (i) is used in (2). If a rule (p, A) -+ (q, B) (B e 2:) is used in (1), either a matrix (i) is applied in (2), or a matrix (ii). The latter leads into a dead end, unless all symbols of q~ u 27 occuring in the leftpart are terminals, in which case the first stage is complete (Situation 4 has been reached) and the second stage is started with a matrix (dl). If a rule (p, A) --~ (q, BC) is used in (1), one of the following two cases is possible.
Case A. The symbol A to be replaced is in the right most symbol of the leftpart; matrix (al) applies if A~,, = E and a matrix (bl) applies if A2m =/= •.
Case B. The symbol A to be replaced is in a symbol which is not the rightmost symbol of the leftpart; now everything to the right of A has to be shifted right which is accomplished as follows: Matrix (cl) applies, storing the symbol for which there is no room in the second row of the first symbol of the rightpart; the third row of the first symbol is set to 1 and will remain #0 until the rule (p, A) -->-(q, BC) has been completely simulated; note that by applying (el) the position where the replacement has already been partiaUy performed is marked by a 3. Matrices (c2) are marking all symbols up to and including the one marked 3 in the leftpart. Now the actual shifting is accomplished by (c3), one symbol of q~ u 27 always being carried along in the second row of the first symbol of the rightpart. With matrices (c4) the shifting terminates (the right end of the leftpart has been found), the two alternatives are for A2m = • and A2,,~ # •. Matrices (c5) remove the markers 2 from the leftpart, finally resetting the third row of the first symbol of the rightpart to 0: situation 3 has been obtained.
For the description of the "unpacking" process performed in (iv), (v) it suffices to show a few step 5 between Situation 4 and Situation 5. (using (dl) once, (d2) repeatedly, then (d3) once, the first matrix of (d4) repeatedly, finally second matrix of (d4) once) 
